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THE BOY, LIONEL, BECOMES THE BABE

By David Patterson Hatch
From "Letters of a Living Dead Man"

You will be interested to know there is a large organization of men and women out here, as on earth, who devote themselves to the welfare of others, calling themselves a League. They help both children and adults. One of the League workers tell me it is easier for children to adjust themselves to the changed life than it is for grown persons. Very old people are inclined to sleep a good deal, while children come out with great energy and bring with them the same curiosity they had in earth life.

There are no violent changes. The little ones grow up about as gradually and imperceptibly as they would have grown up on earth. There is a tendency to fulfill the normal rhythm, though there are instances where the soul goes back very soon, with little rest. That would be a soul with great curiosity and strong desires.

One young boy is with me often; he calls me Father and seems to enjoy my society. He would be, I think, about thirteen years old and he has been out here some time. He could not tell me just how long; but I will ask him if he remembers the year, the calendar year in which he came out. We can keep our thoughts to ourselves if we care to. We can guard our secrets if we know how. That is done by suggestion or laying a spell. It is, though, much easier here than on earth to read the minds of others.

We seem to communicate with one another about the same way you do; but I find that as time goes by, I converse more and more by powerful projected thought than by the moving of the lips. When a man comes out he does not understand another unless he really speaks; that is, I suppose, before he has learned that he also can talk without using much breath.

Lionel is all interest in regard to certain things I have told him about the earth -- especially aeroplanes, which were not yet very practicable when he came out. He wants to get back and fly an aeroplane. I tell him he can fly here without one, but that does not seem to be the same thing to him. He wants to get his fingers on machinery. I advise him not to be in any hurry about going back. The curious thing about it is that he can remember other and former
lives of his on earth. Many out here have no memory of their former
lives, before the last one, than they had while in the body. This
is not a place where everyone knows everything -- far from it. Most
souls are nearly as blind as they were in physical life.

The boy Lionel was an inventor in a prior incarnation and he
came out this time by an accident, he says. He should stay here a
little longer, I think, to get a stronger rhythm for return. This is
only my idea. I am so interested in the boy that I should like to
keep him, and perhaps that influences my judgment somewhat.

THE PATTERN WORLD

I believe that in the lowest stratum next the earth all or nearly
all that exists has existed on earth in dense matter. Go a little
farther up -- how far I cannot say by actual measurement -- but in
exploring the other night I got into the world of patterns, the para-
digms of things which are to be on earth. I saw forms of things which
so far as I know, have not existed on your planet, inventions for ex-
ample. I saw wings that man could adjust to himself. I also saw new
forms of flying machines. I saw model cities and towers with strange,
wing-like projections on them, of which I could not imagine the use.
The progress of mechanical invention (1912) is evidently only begun.

I saw almost nobody there, only an occasional lone voyager like
myself. I naturally infer from this that but few of those who leave
the earth go up there at all. From conversations that I have had with
men and women souls, that most of them do not get very far from the
earth, even out here. It is strange, but many persons seem to be in
the regular, orthodox heaven, singing in white robes, with crowns on
their heads and with harps in their hands. There is a region which
outsiders call "the heaven country".

I took the boy Lionel out with me yesterday. Perhaps we ought to
say last night; for your day is our night when we are on your side of
this great hollow sphere. You and your solid earth are in the centre
of our sphere.

First we went to the old quarter of Paris where I used to live
in a former life; but Lionel could not see anything; and when I
pointed out certain buildings to him he asked me quite sincerely if
I were dreaming. I must have some faculty which is not generally de-
veloped among my fellow citizens in this astral country. So when
the boy found that Paris was only a figment of my imagination -- he
used to live in Boston -- I took him to see heaven.

"Why, this must be the place my grandmother used to tell me about.
But where is God?"

That I could not tell him; but on looking again we saw that nearly
everybody there was gazing in one direction. We gazed with the others
and saw a great light, like the sun, only it was softer and less daz-
zling than the material sun.
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"That," I said to the boy, "is what they see who see God."

And now I have something strange to tell you; for, as we gazed at that light, slowly there took form between us and it the figure which we are accustomed to see represented as that of the Christ. He smiled at the people and stretched out His hands to them. Then the scene changed and He had on His left arm a lamb; and then again He stood as if transfigured upon a mountain; then He spoke and taught them. We could hear His voice. And then he vanished from our sight.

WHY THE HURRY TO RETURN TO EARTH?

Lionel is so much interested in the idea of choosing a family of engineers in which to be born again. The thought is one to which he is always returning.

"Why are you in such a hurry to leave me?"

"But I do not feel as if I should be leaving you altogether," he replied. "I could come out to you in dreams."

"Not at first," I told him. "You would be imprisoned and blind and deaf for a long time, and you might not be able to come out to me here until after I had also gone back again to the earth."

"Then why not come along with me? Say, father, why shouldn't we be born as twins?"

The idea was so absurd that I laughed heartily, but Lionel could not see where the joke came in.

"There are such things as twins. I knew a pair of twin brothers when I lived in Boston."

But when I return to earth, it is no part of my plan to be anybody's twin; so I tell Lionel that if he wants to enjoy my society for a time he will have to stay quietly where he is.

"But why cant we go back together?" he still asks, "and be cousins or neighbours, at least?"

"Perhaps we can," I tell him, "if you do not spoil everything by an unseemly haste."

It is strange about this boy. Out in this world there is boundless opportunity to work in subtle matter, opportunity to invent and experiment; yet he wants to get his hands on iron and steel. Strange!

Some night I will try to bring the boy to pay you a visit, so that you can see him -- I mean just before you fall asleep. Those are the true visions. The ones that come in sleep are apt to be confused by the jarring of the matter through which you pass in waking. I told him how I come and write through your hand.

"Why couldn't I operate a telegraph in that way?" he asked me; but I advised him not to to try it. He might interrupt some terrestrial message which had been sent and paid for.
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Occasionally I take him with me up to the pattern world. He has a little model of his own there with which he amuses himself while I am examining other things. It is the model of a wheel and he sets it going by the electricity of his fingers. No, it is not made of steel -- not as you know steel! Why, what you call steel is too heavy! It would fall through this world so fast that it would not even leave a rent behind it...

You have no terms for the kind of matter we have here, because you do not know anything about it. Lionel and his electric wheel would both be invisible to you if they were set down on the hearth rug before you at this moment. Even the magic of that wood fire would not make them visible -- at least, not in the daylight.

THE PASSING OF THE BOY LIONEL

I have lost Lionel. He has gone -- I started to say the way of all flesh; but I must revise the figure and say the way of all spirits, sooner or later, and that way is back to the earth.

One day not long ago I found him absorbed in thought at our favorite resting place, a little hut at the foot of a wooded hill. I waited for a time until the boy opened his eyes and looked at me.

"Father, my favorite teacher is going to be married tomorrow."

"How do you know?" I asked.

"Why, I have been listening! Every little while I go back and pay her a visit, although she does not know I am there. I have been aware that there is something in the wind."

"Why?"

"Because she has been so shining; there is a light around her which was not there before."

"What caused the light, Lionel?"

"Well, I suppose she is that they call in love."

"You are a phenomenally wise child," I said.

"I am not really a child at all," he answered, with his large honest eyes. "I am as old as the hills, as you, or as anybody. Have you not told me that we are all immortal, without end or beginning?"

"Yes, but go on, tell me about your teacher."

"She is in love with the big brother of one of my playfellows. I used to know him when I was a little boy. He let me use his magnet and taught me kite-flying, and showed me how machinery went. He is an engineer."

"Oh! In that case, of course, you are glad that your favourite teacher is going to marry him."

Lionel's eyes were larger than ever as he said: "I shall be sorry
to leave you, Father; but it is a chance I cannot afford to miss."

"What?"

"It is my opportunity to go back. I've been watching for it a long time."

"But are you ready?"

"What is it to be ready? I want to go."

"And leave me?"

"I shall find you again. And -- oh Father! -- when you come back I shall be older than you." The idea seemed to delight him.

FOR WILL IS FREE

I was still human enough to be sorry that the boy was going of his own free will; but as will is free, I would not make any effort to deatin him. Though young in that form, which had not yet had time to grow up in that tenuous world since he came out as a child, yet he was old in thought.

"Yes," I said, "perhaps you can help me along when I also shall be a child again."

"You see, with a father like Victor I shall learn all I want to know about machinery -- that is, all that he can teach me; but when I am grown I shall find out for myself many things which he does not know. You remember the little machine I have been working with up in the pattern world?"

"Yes."

"When I am back on the earth I shall make it a reality. Why, it actually runs now with the electricity from my fingers!"

"But will it when you have fixed it in material form, in steel, or whatever it is to be made of?"

"Yes, of course it will. It is my invention. I shall be a famous man."

"But supposing somebody else finds it first?"

"I dont think anybody will."

"Shall I help you lay a spell around the pattern, so that no one can touch it?"

"Could you do that, Father?"

"I think so."

"Then let us go up there at once and do it immediately. I may have to leave this world in a day or two."

I could not help smiling at the boy's desire to hurry. Doubtless he would be present at that wedding, and I should see little or noth- ing of him afterwards.
We went up to the pattern world and with his assistance I drew a circle around the little machine -- a spell which, I think, will protect it until he is ready make his claim.

Oh inspiration! Oh invention! Genius! Little do the men of earth know the meaning of those words. Perhaps the poet's famous poem was sung before his birth; perhaps the engineer's invention lay in the pattern world, protected by his spell, while he grew up to manhood and advanced in science and made ready to claim it for his own, his prior and spiritual creation. Perhaps, when two men discover or invent the same thing at about the same time, one has succeeded in appropriating the design which the other left behind him when he came back to earth. Sometimes, perhaps both have taken from the invisible the creation of a third man who still awaits rebirth.

Lionel babbled on to me about the life to come, and of what a charming mother Miss_______ would be. She had always been good to him.

RENEWING OLD ACQUAINTANCESHIPS

"Perhaps many of us who return almost immediately, as you hope to do, Lionel, seek out those who have been good to us in a former life."

"There is another point. Miss_______ is a friend of my own mother, the one I left a few years ago. It will be so good to have her hold my hand again."

"Do you think she will recognize you?"

"Who knows? She believes in rebirth."

"How can you say that? You were so little when you came out!"

"I was seven years old, and already she had told me that we live many lives on earth."

"Bless the souls who frist brought that belief to the Western world!" I exclaimed. "And now, my boy, is there anything I can do for you after you leave me?"

"Yes, you can watch over my new mother, and warn her if any danger threatens her or me."

"Then make me acquainted with her now."

We went out into the material world, the boy and I. Already I have told you how we go.

He took me to a little house in one of the suburbs of Boston. We entered a room -- it was then about eleven o'clock at night upon that part of the earth, and I saw a fair young woman kneeling beside her bed, praying to God that He would bless the union of the morrow, which was to give her to the man she loved.
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Lionel went close to her and threw his arms about her neck. She started as if she actually felt the contact and sprang to her feet.

"Miss_____, Miss_____, don't you know me?" he cried, but while I could hear him, she evidently could not, though she looked about her in a half-frightened way. Then, supposing that the touch and the presence she had felt were imaginary, she again fell upon her knees and went on with her interrupted prayers.

"Come away," I said to the boy; and we left her with her dreams and her devotions. That was the last I saw of Lionel. He bade me goodbye.

"I shall stay with her for a few days. Perhaps I shall go back and forth, from her to you; but if I do not return, I will meet you again in a few years.

"Yes," I said, "it is affinity and desire which draw souls together, either on earth or in the other world."

ENTERING THE POTENTIALITY OF THE FLESH

When next I met the Teacher I asked if the boy could come out to me now and then after his life had begun, as an unborn entity in the shelter of his mother's form.

"Probably not. If he were an adept soul he might do that; but with a soul of even high development, lacking real adeptship, it would be impossible."

"Yet," I said, "men and women living on earth do come out here in their dreams."

"Yes, but when the soul enters matter, preparing for rebirth, it enters potentiality, if we may use the term; and all its strength is needed in the herculean effort to form the new body and adjust to it. After birth, when the eyes are opened and the lungs are expanded to the air, the task is easier, and there may be left enough unused energy to bridge the gulf.

"But, those who are soon to be mothers are often vaguely conscious of the souls they harbour. Even when they do not grasp the full significance of the miracle that is being performed through them, they have strange dreams and visions, which are mostly glimpses into the past incarnations of the unborn child. They see dream countries where the entity has dwelt in the past; they feel desires which they cannot explain -- reflected desires which are merely the latent yearnings of the unborn one; they experience groundless fears which are its former dreads and terrors.

"The mother who nourishes a truly great soul, during this period of formation may herself grow spiritually beyond her own unaided possibilities; while the mother of a criminal often develops strange perversities, quite unlike her normal state of mind. . . ."
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The problem of the phenomenon of cancer is an international catastrophe of unprecedented magnitude. This year it will take the lives of 460,000 Americans, many of whom at present are unaware of what they are about to encounter. Through the efforts of countless scientists throughout the world more is known about cancer than any other disease yet no one knows the fundamental cause. One is entitled to ask, therefore, what it is they are trying to cure? One may also deduce logically that it is not cancer that kills people. Ignorance kills people!

The solution is to consider this series:

1. Multiple Personalities
2. Energy Depletion of the body
3. Bio-electrical disequilibrium of cell
4. Bio-chemical disorientation of cell
5. Malignant cell

When this progression exceeds the capacity of the immune system, the net result is cancer. It can be stated, therefore, that the basic cause of cancer and the other degenerative diseases lies in the field of abnormal psychology. The role of the carcinogens, nutrition and the environment will be mentioned later.

The human mind is a fertile field for research. Under deep plenary hypnosis it can be manipulated, conditioned and encouraged to yield many of nature's secrets -- even the secret of life itself. Of equal importance is the choice of subject and the skill and experience of the hypnologist.

With a view to creating precognition by deliberate time distortion under hypnosis, the author found that a spontaneous remission had occurred in the young female subject who had been suffering from systemic lupus erythematosus. The pain and stiffness from the arthritic symptoms had completely disappeared. It is not unique in research for the secondary effect to exceed the anticipated result in importance.

A background in abnormal psychology was essential to evaluate the phenomenon which turned out to be permanent. But the important...
question was, had we stumbled on the actual conditions for an artificially induced spontaneous remission and could we repeat it? The use of sophisticated electronic devices had seemed a logical and justifiable procedure in a well-designed experiment to overcome conditioned reflexes in a state of deeply lowered consciousness. Something else had occurred, what was it?

HAWAIIAN CONCEPTS OF THE MIND

It is necessary to utilise the Kahuna's advanced concept of the relationship between the various functions of the human mind. Max Freedom Long's books made a valuable contribution to this study, so let us sketch a simple diagram which will show how these functions relate to each other. Hawaiian names are used for the benefit of those familiar with Huna.

The layout is self-explanatory. We have to concern ourselves with the area between the Unihipili (Oonee-hee-pee-lee) or Low Self and the Aumakua or High Self, where the Path is blocked by Max's "eating companions". These can be regarded as different facets of one's total personality. These emerge under certain conditions when the Uhane or Middle Self Venetian blind opens up. It is under hypnosis that they identify themselves as separate and distinct entities, souls if you wish, who have inhabited bodies, not always human ones, at some time in the past.
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Countless phony philosophies, cults and religions exist as a result of contact with these "intermediaries" from another plane of existence under conditions of lowered consciousness. Their "profound wisdom", pseudo-technology and professed power can be impressive and convincing to the uninitiated and even the denizens of the medical profession can be bewildered and misled.

EVERY AMERICAN HAS ONE

In a recent press release Professor Donald Schafer, a psychiatrist at the University of California, Irvine Medical Center, who has studied "multiple personalities" along with 30 mental health professionals for the last seven years, states that there are 75 multiples per million of the population basing this figure on his experience in Orange County. What the good doctor and his cohorts are dabbling with, of course, are the obvious cases that exhibit themselves in the waking condition. The actual figure is one million out of a million. Everyone has multiple personalities and they can surface under properly administered techniques.

What Schafer appears to be unaware of is not only the effect of these personalities on mental health but their more serious and life-threatening consequences on physical health. In an effort to bridge this chasm that exists between orthodox medicine and the esoteric sciences, a profound and informed study of the role of these additional entities in the human psyche and their vital energy requirements is mandatory. The key is, of necessity, the employment of advanced hypnotic techniques by naturally endowed "magnetists" experienced in the buildup and transfer of High Mana. The objective should not be the merging of all personalities into one within a body, as Schafer regards as ideal, but the elimination of powerful, energy depleting intelligences by established procedures. The offending degenerative symptoms obligingly disappear.

Of course there is much more to the treatment of the neoplastic diseases than performing a simple exorcism, as it were. Not only the hundred odd cancers but lupus, arthritis, myasthenia gravis, Crohn's disease, etc., even AIDS, all require separate, specific treatment although they are all energy depletion disorders following the five basic steps outlined on the preceding page. The absurdity of attempting to suppress or retard symptoms without even a knowledge of the earlier precursors can perhaps be understood and explains the continuing failure of orthodox medicine to affect cures.

Nutritional deficiency is not a cause of cancer, although the metabolic approach encourages megadoses of vitamins, enzymes, herbs, extracts, etc. While they may possibly fortify and stimulate the defences of the body, the basic problem still remains. Likewise, carcinogens in the environment are triggers only affecting those with seriously depleted immune system as a result of entity involvement.

Cancer is the number one killer disease in children since they
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are particularly vulnerable to "multiple personality" attack. To attempt to kill the malignant cells using cytotoxic drugs results in permanent damage to the delicate mechanism of the immune system in return for some doubtful immediate benefit. It is a striking example of the appalling ignorance on the part of the medical oncologists. Unfortunately, they have nothing else to offer.

The acute leukemias in children and young adults respond rapidly to the technique of artificially inducing a spontaneous remission. The procedure takes about 15 minutes, no drugs or radiation are used. Within 24 hours the blood is back to normal and, since basic causes have been removed, the change is permanent.

Obviously, we are not dealing really with a new technology but an update of an old one lost in antiquity and now benefitting from modern scientific knowledge and its application. If the USA is to maintain its record of being scientifically the most advanced country in the world then we must all play our part in this vital field for the enlightenment and benefit of mankind. Today we cannot afford not to.

* * *


The antiquity of the technique is revealed in Matthew 10:1, where Jesus gave the disciples "power against unclean spirits, to cast them out, and thus to heal all manner of sickness and all manner of disease".

In the book "The Return of Arthur Conan Doyle" we read this observation by the famous English writer and lecturer, after his death in 1930: Earthbound spirits hang like a whip of scorpions around the neck of mankind; and for those of you who would like to read further on this subject, DeVorss has also republished Dr. Carl Wickland's "Thirty Years Among The Dead" in paperback at $6.95. The good doctor set up a Rescue Circle in Los Angeles in the 1920s. The obsessing entities were driven from their victim's body with static electricity from a huge old Van de Graaf generator, and guided by the Controls into the entranced body of the doctor's wife. There he could reason with the entity, get it to admit that it was "dead", the light would come and the spirit would be accompanied to the heaven world where it belonged, usually by relatives who had also passed on.

The problem seems to be that most earthbound human spirits had no belief in life after death before they passed on and thus are confined to their thoughts and feelings of the material world -- including their most recent illness. They then drift into the aura of a here-living person of like vibrations.
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A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM MARY

Glenn Channeling, From The "Anchor of Light". Aug 1985

I am with you. I am Mother Mary. I have another concept I would like to share with you. There have been many forms of religious ceremonies by many different religions, all destined to relate to the one God. Each religion has within it concepts of performing acts to please God, each claiming to be the way to deliver its followers to heaven. There is within all religions a common thread. There is the promise that the members may reach their God through devotion to the church. When any church claims to be the only link to God, it is using the ignorance of the people for the good of the church.

Each person has a link with God. Each member of a church may offer devotion to God. When a person offers devotion to God within a church with all other members in unison, they set in motion a powerful spiritual force capable of great influence. When the desires of all members of any church are in harmony with the will and intent of God, they set in motion a power for the implementation of God's will and intent.

When the desires of members of any church include concepts not of the will and intent of God, they set in motion two opposing forces. When there are two opposing forces, disharmony will vibrate from wall to wall setting the church apart from God, for God's will and intent does not include disharmony. When disharmony vibrates within a church, the members will also carry forth into the world disharmony. When a person walks about vibrating disharmony, he repels each person he meets along the way. This creates a separation between people who, to be of God's will and intent, must be of oneness.

When any person of any church speaks against any other person of another church he has within his heart the desire not to be of God; for there cannot be the desire to be of God and have the desire to not to be a brother to one of God's children. The will and intent of God has been very clear throughout all times for all of mankind to be one with God. This does not leave room to exclude even one person. Any thought to exclude any person from your association with your God will only exclude the person generating the thought from God's will and intent.

Another point of this Christmas message I want to bring into view is that the concepts of the physical conscious mind may not be the concepts of the spiritual being, yet the concepts of the physical
conscious mind will become part of the concepts of the spiritual. As within each physical life a conscious mind creates changes in concepts, these changes become part of the spiritual concepts equal to the amount that life is as a part of all lives. As each physical lifetime is lived in concepts of separateness, so will the spirit accept separateness. As separateness grows, so will the disharmony of the world grow.

Since love is the bond to bring people together, and since love is the key to spiritual progression, so disharmony is the barrier to the future. Those who live with disharmony in their heart will live locked within the areas of their past. Only when the disharmony is replaced with love can the soul move towards the will of God. Only as the conscious mind turns towards oneness with love will the soul be guided to its goal to become again of God. There cannot be separateness within the desires of any person who is not on the road to be with God.
"The idea that energy has shape is not really new, witness the various forms of antennae in modern radio, television, and in microwave communications."

It certainly isn't new, Pat! Ritual magicians, visualizing various God-forms and geometric figures have given shape to energy for millions of years on this planet.

"In 1972 I wrote a paper entitled 'The Pyramid and Its Relationship to Biocosmic Energy', in which I discussed the preliminary research experiments that eventually led to the publication of 'Pyramid Power'. In the original paper I referred to the pyramid energy effect as Magnetic Form Resonance."

And now we know from the re-discovery of the crystal form of the earth, and its resulting Grid system, that the great pyramid at Giza and its radiations are central to the magnetic form resonance of the earth, with tertiary and quarternary effects added by the great pyramids in Mexico and China.

"The theory was based on the idea that forms are necessary to match the intrinsic impedance of free space. Form is therefore the necessary inverse transoformation required to 'tune' various biocosmic energy sources. The theory was expanded in my later book 'Beyond Pyramid Power'.

"In the field of modern mathematics the study of forms that remain invariant under continuous transformations is known as Topology, the study of form. Over the past eight years I have continued my research into the properties of form. This study may be called Topological Electronics, a term coined by Professor Shinichi Seike, of the Gravitational Research Laboratories of Japan.

"This study led to the development of my famous Sensor II Inn-energy jewelry and companion posters. When the Sensor is worn on the body it has a measurable balancing effect on the acupuncture meridian system. This effect can be measured by several different techniques:
from the ancient Chinese method of pulse testing, to Kinesiology or muscle testing, to electrical measurement by means of a Laser Acupuncture Machine. Inner Energy balance is shifted toward normal the instant the Sensor disc is placed in contact with the body of a test subject.

"In our efforts to understand the mechanism involved in this phenomenon we have evolved a new technology of Innergy. The word 'innergy' was coined as a shortened form for Inner Energy, a description of Life Force.

"In the history of man there are over 700 known names for inner energy, from the Chi of the Chinese, to Ki in Japan, the Mana of the Hawaiian Kahuna, the Prana of India, Tumo in Tibet, the Odic Force of Reichenbach, etc."

Let us not forget the Orgone of Dr. Wilhelm Reich!

TALISMANS

"In ancient times jewelry was worn for its effects on psychic powers and healing. Today the tradition of innergy jewelry is a lost art. Modern man has lost his instinct for the 'feel' of jewelry and the custom has deteriorated into one of pure decoration. We have tested dozens of pieces of jewelry on today's market and many of these pieces dramatically weaken the entire system of the person who wears it.

"The powerful breastplate of the old Hebrew Rabbi was a piece of innergy jewelry. It contained twelve precious stones representing the twelve tribes of Israel. The stones were placed in a certain order so they came in contact with psychic centers or chakras in the body of the priest. The person who wore the plate had superhuman powers."

And this was because the twelve precious stones also represented the twelve Signs of the Zodiac and the Cosmic forces emanating from them.

"In our continuing search we found that many things in our environment have powerful effects on our inner energies. All things radiate intrinsic energies that have powerful effects on our auric fields."

They sure do, Pat, and thanks to the tireless research of Dr. Albert Abrams in San Francisco in the early 1900s, many of those intrinsic energies were reduced to a number system. Today we call it Radionics.

"As we shall see later, Russian researchers postulate that these energies are related to Gravity Waves and that our nervous systems are extremely sensitive to these energies. Our recent discovery that these fields can dramatically alter the energy structure of water is the subject of my forthcoming book, 'Crystal Power'."
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ORGANIC CHEMICAL EFFECTS

"When an organic chemical is dissolved in a solvent and tested by means of a standard laboratory instrument known as a polarimeter, we find that most organic chemicals rotate polarized light toward the right or left. This optical activity is based on molecular and atomic structure. The amount of rotation is measured by degrees and this value is used to identify chemical elements.

"Chemicals that rotate light to the right are known as dextro-active. Those which rotate the beam to the left are known as levo-active. Some chemicals come in both forms, for example: levulose and dextrose are oppositely active forms of sugar. The same quality that rotates a beam of polarized light is somehow related to the quality of radiation emanated from these substances in the form of gravity or tensor waves.

"As a general rule for most organic substances we found that left hand active substances had a strengthening effect on our test subjects, and right hand active substances had a weakening effect. Some levo-active substances are deadly poisons if taken internally. Turpentine, for instance, is a levo-active substance, and is a deadly poison if taken internally in sufficient quantity; however, if a bottle of turpentine is placed in contact with the body of a test subject, a dramatic strengthening effect will be observed in all the acupuncture meridians.

"Ordinary table sugar or dextrose is a right hand substance. If a bottle or package of this sugar is brought in contact with the body of a test subject there will be an immediate weakening of the entire organism. This process, called the Kindling Effect, will be explained later. An ordinary package of cigarettes has an overall dextro effect on the body, and will greatly weaken a test subject who breathes cigarette smoke or merely has a package of cigarettes placed in contact with the body.

"Kinesiology or muscle testing is used throughout the world now as a testing technique for evaluating energy balance in the entire body, and for restoring balance. A few years ago Kinesiology was virtually unknown. Today it is so popular that the University of California has a department of Kinesiology.

THE COMMON FACTOR OF UNSEEN RADIATIONS

"Kinesiology can dramatically demonstrate the existence of unseen energies radiating from all matter. Their effects on living organisms have been known for thousands of years, although until this time their true nature has been virtually unknown.

"The common factor may be related to the left and right hand rotation of light and therefore related to an atomic structure that creates this effect. We have found by experimentation that many pure elements and inorganic chemicals affect the energy of the body in the same way.
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as organic chemicals. These materials have a pseudo left or pseudo right hand affect on test subjects. We say pseudo because most inorganic substances have not shown optical activity as do organic chemicals. For example brass, copper, gold, zinc and some other metals behave as though they have a left hand rotation. Other metals behave as though they have a right hand effect, weakening the body, for instance lead, mercury, arsenic and aluminum.

THE SPIRAL EFFECT

"If a drawing of a left hand rotating spiral is held in front of the body of a test subject, a powerful strengthening effect is demonstrated. If the same drawing of a left hand spiral is turned around it is now a right hand spiral and has the effect of weakening. While we do not understand how a print can have such an effect, it is a proven fact and can be demonstrated by any good acupuncturist or kinesiologist.

"If a person were to wear a spiral of the left hand variety toward his own body he would experience a strengthening, but all those around him or her would experience a weakening effect. Wearing such a spiral is not very ethical once we know this to be true. Our first Sensors were spiral designs and had this polarity effect. This is why we eventually took them off the market and now sell only the Sensor II, which has a positive effect on the whole environment.

"The diagram is more powerful than the material on which it is imprinted! For example, we could print a Sensor II diagram on a piece of lead and it would have a positive effect even though the lead itself radiates a weakening wave form.

"On the other hand we could take a piece of gold, normally positive, and print a symbol on it which would weaken anyone who wore it as jewelry.

"In my desire to understand these effects, and to develop a working theory, I turned to the study of Topology. As I stated in 'Pyramid Power', the forces of the Universe should be capable of modelling. Many of today's modern scientists are so abstract that their theories cannot be modelled in the real world. I believe if we have an observable physical phenomenon it should be capable of modelling.

THE MOBIUS BAND

"There is only one Topological form that can be modelled as only left handed or right handed from any viewpoint of the observer. This curious shape was unknown to us before 1868. Practically everything in the universe has two sides. Before its discovery, the existence of a one-sided object was considered to be an impossibility. For example, a strip of paper has one edge, a continuous line around its perimeter, and two sides, a top and a bottom. If we roll the paper together we have a loop. (To be Continued)
THEY LIVE IN THE SKY
By Trevor James Constable
Pertinent Excerpts From A Flying Saucer Classic Of The 1950s, Part IX

Andolo: "Your earth is a testing ground, one of many hundreds of thousands of testing grounds in the Universe, where beings evolve upwards on the scale of life, working constantly towards junction with the Great One as the ultimate attainment of all existence.

"We on the etheric planes pass on to higher planes just as you do from earth, when qualified. This transformation on your plane is termed death. To us it is merely a transformer interposed between us and the next level of life to which we will ascend. We will stress once more that the greatest factor in the way of a proper grasp of the true story of life on your planet is the conception of death as the end of all existence. Nothing could be further from the truth!

"Upon your plane, you must serve out an evolutionary period before you can ascend to the higher worlds. The fleshly bodies which you have are part of a plan to aid your working through this scale of existence. At your level you must endure savage crimes, wars, strife and violence; and the Great One, in his wisdom, has seen fit to use the fleshly body as the most convenient method of taking care of this almost elemental stage of existence.

"Now then, there are more people waiting to serve out their karmic penalties than there physical casings or bodies to go around. Therefore there is a dwelling place around your planet for these bodiless entities from your surface. These are spirits or spirit people. They are, if you like, in suspension, or their evolution is interrupted; and they are anxious to return to a body either to carry out something they left undone, or else, after realizing the truth or partial truth of creation, to become incarnate again and work towards proper passage through earthly life prior to ascending to higher realms.

"We are in bodies of a tenuous but none the less real substance, vibrating at a rate much greater than that which prevails upon your planet. Spirit people are dwellers in astral form who cannot go beyond that astral form without serving out their karmic life in a casing of flesh as you know it. Communication is possible for you, both with..."
us and with the spirit people. But in communicating with spirits you may find that they know but little more than earth dwellers, and in many cases not as much. They may have nothing valid to impart. They may play tricks and jokes upon people contacting them. Therefore we can only suggest that all such communication be done with extreme care and with a reason. Without reason behind it, it is little more than folly. I leave you in love and good will. I am Andolo."

The reasons for our lives here on earth would appear to be much more complex, logical and intellectually acceptable than the combined hocus-pocus of doctor and priest would have us think, if this communication with Andolo is valid.

Let the dominant lesson of this chapter be that all who seek to contact beings by extra-sensory means may not be spacemen at all, at least as they have been depicted as tall, handsome, with long golden hair and no dental caries. Along with beings who are supremely wise and beneficent, there are those who are malevolent and malicious, and those who may not live by any standard of values we could comprehend.

**ADVENTURES IN THE DESERT**

Before the original booklet "Spacemen-Friends and Foes" was published, I had arranged to make a visit to the Mojave Desert (north-east of Los Angeles) to try and get some photographs of spacecraft.

In those days I had not even begun to fully comprehend the significance of the information I had been given, and fondly imagined that Ashtar and his men would come down in their craft, become visible, I would photograph them, and that would be that. It was not that easy.

Although it took me many months to realize it, the Etheric forces probably do not have the power to manifest at our frequency level without the aid witting or unwitting of some person here. At the time I set my mind on the photographic project, Ashtar indicated that it would be difficult, but the paucity of my own knowledge undoubtedly prevented him from explaining exactly why it would be difficult. . . On our first trip to the desert, Aug. 18, 1956, my friend Jim Woods and I were a splendid pair of ignoramuses and we are appalled today by our own conceit in thinking that we were in just weekend to lay bare the whole UFO mystery. . . .

Ashtar suggested that I be on the alert for an indication of where to turn off the road to Victorville, but I did not attach much importance to this. . . the engine overheated badly. . . in removing the radiator cap my hand was flung aside and a geyser of dirty, boiling, acid-charged water shot into the air. I was caught on the right side of the face by this jet and suffered a bad scald on forehead, cheek, nose and eye area. I thought it best to abandon the trip and return to Los Angeles. . . We had dinner in my apartment, a painful process for me up until 8:30 p.m. -- the time of our pre-arranged contact with Ashtar on the desert.

In the ten minutes following 8:30 p.m. all sensation of pain
completely left my face, to the point where I did not know I had been burned. I also felt a great renewal of strength, a surge of energy and power. I was even able to bang my knuckles against the burnt portion of my face without any sensation of pain... We both felt ourselves imbued with the desire to go to the desert again in spite of the fact that we had already driven over a hundred miles that day. We made a point of prayers again and set off again in very high spirits.

SPACEMAN, FRIEND OR FOE?

Driving out beyond Victorville some nine or ten miles down the Lucerne Valley road we saw a red light light swinging in the sky above us. We stopped the car, pulled over to the side of the road and turned off both lights and engine.

Through 12-power binoculars the object appeared to be hovering and dancing up and down slightly. We studied it for a few minutes and were about to move on after chalking up an "indefinite" when our attention was drawn to a monstrous cluster of colored lights moving across in front of us on the same bearings as the swinging light. Through the glasses this cluster of lights revealed itself to be a large cylindrical shaped craft with red, green and white lights on it. I estimated its altitude at roughly 7,000 feet, and it moved dead ahead to dead astern and out of sight in about 30 seconds. It was noiseless.

We were stunned by what we had seen. I thought it was probably a carrier craft of some kind, probably from six to eight times the size of a DC6 airliner... We were certain it was an out-of-this worlder when a B36 or similar heavy bomber lumbered over at a greater altitude and the beat of its engines was clearly audible... After about an hour of driving down the road to Yucca Valley (which would have put them in the general area of George Van Tassel's Giant Rock airport and the Integratron) I thought I detected a change in the beat of the engine. A few minutes later I was sure of it as the car began to slow down and the throttle began to close under unseen control. I floored the gas pedal but the engine would not respond... a gentle force on my arms turned the car to the roadside... Jim spied a small road going off at a sharp angle from the main road... As late as two months ago we had a great deal of difficulty locating this road in broad daylight. That we should have come to a halt beside it at 1:30 a.m. in pitch darkness is certainly more than remarkable.

Under control again I backed up and launched the car on this bumpy side road for perhaps half a mile when we saw a wash with low hills around it, completely screened from the main road. A contact with Ash-tar was next and his voice seemed tinged with amusement as he said: "It was with some trepidation that we discovered you at the appointed contact time at your home in Los Angeles and in pain from a burn on your face. An etheric force was utilized to withdraw pain from the burn and make it possible for you to come here." He went on to tell us that we should be watchful around the dawn hour and gave us the name of the spaceman who would be controlling the craft. (To be continued)
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NO TO DRUGS AND YES TO SELF-CONTROL

Dear Abby: "My name is Angel Wiltz, I am 9 years old and I am a captain of one of the 'Just Say No' clubs, helping other kids to say no to drugs. These clubs are being started all over the country. They were formed last February under Oakland Parents Action, a program to educate parents in early drug prevention. Our aim is to get kids to say no to because drugs will dress up their minds, hurt their bodies, ruin their chances in life, hurt their grades, make their parents sad and get them into trouble with the law. If your readers would like to know how to start 'Just Say No' clubs in their own communities, they can send a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to Oakland Parents In Action, 1504 Franklin St., Suite 610, Oakland, California 94612. Or call (415)-836-6078." (LA "Times", Aug 30, 1985)

Angel Wiltz, USA

Here's another attempt by the Guardians to stem the tide of evil which sweeps the planet at the end of an Age. We wish it all success!

"EXTERNAL PRESSURE" A NEW NAME FOR FLYING SAUCERS?

Tokyo, Times Wire Services, Aug 20, 1985: "Technical specialists of the Boeing Co. were reported Monday to havediscounted the theory that the collapse of a cabin pressure bulkhead caused the disaster (of the sudden loss of the JAL Boeing 747's rudder at 24,000 feet altitude). ... And Japan Air Lines' own chief 747 technician, Hiroaki Kohno, told a news conference that yet another theory of the cause of the crash is being studied -- that the plane's vertical tail fin was initially damaged by 'external pressure' rather than from a sudden rush of pressurized air from inside the plane. ..."

For what it's worth we'll hazard the opinion that the Boeing 747 ran into a solid object at 24,000 feet over the bay south of Tokyo, and that the solid object was a UFO. The UFO may have been invisible to normal sight, but so is a plate glass door at some angles -- as are the materialized space ships from Orion.

WE GET LETTERS

"I am a proven case of reincarnation and an Alien on a mission. I am also a bonafide psychic, who under hypnosis predicts the future with pin-point accuracy, always without error, and have the power of mind over matter. I have raised the dead. I want to work with you, but this may be difficult since I am a general will case of the FBI and B'nai B'rith, persecuted by the government and marked for murder in an FBI hospital seal. I am not eccentric. I hold four degrees and a..."
French diploma. I have won 18 grants, including a Rockefeller and two Fords. I have published eight books and 400 other items. I have written 80 novels. I have 28 years of experience, including professorships at Georgia Tech, Georgia State, Florida State and Louisiana State Universities. Please work with me."  

G.R.R., Orangeburg, South Carolina

Sorry about that, George, but I have had no degrees, no research grants, no professorships at universities and have had only 26 years of experience in publishing the Journal of Borderland Research. But in those years I have learned one thing that was conspicuously absent from your curricula, to lend one's psychic powers to the leaders of the nation and their henchmen is a highly dangerous proceeding -- especially if you accurately foresee and predict the end of that nation to your employers.

Furthermore, working with me or us would be the kiss of death to your academic career, as indicated by T.B. Pawlicki in the Introduction to his new book, "Higher Dimensions Of Space and Time": "The holy science of the Aquarian Age is not known to the public because the mass media and the universities are in business to supply the public with conventional wisdom. Professional journals cannot publish revolutionary research, no matter how badly their editors want to, because the journals' reputations are established on their devotion to cultural concepts. There is an eager '10% market' for unauthorized speculation, but publication in the pulps is the kiss of death to professional researchers. So until a profitable demand develops for unconventional theories, radically revolutionary science never reaches the public...

"As each knight-errant researcher comes into sight of the Holy Grai the logical contradiction shows up in the mathematical calculations to prove that infinity equals zero; he realizes that it is impossible to claim the prize without sacrificing the entire edifice of Western reason. The social and economic penalties for threatening the sanctity of Western logic are so severe that each authorized aspirant for holiness decides that discretion is the better part of valour; he goes through the motions of justifying his research grant and lets it go at that -- with everyone's blessing." (A Reward paperback, $6.95, published in 1984 by Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632)

THE RIDER THEORY OF SPACE PROPULSION

"This is the oscilloscopic representation of a self-generating power cycle. Correctly, it should be a circle with a faster circle within it, rotating widdershins. All power in nature tends toward the circle, even life itself. Some far-distant races have the wisdom and technology to 'use/cooperate with' the universal electromagnetic wave cycles to travel
faster than C². Apply this to the principle of the Torus (pages 9 and 12, Sept-Oct Journal) and you can see how particles, ± charged, can jump the Speed-of-Light barrier and still exist. Anyone knowing of the equipment or process of generation of such waves in the moving of a vehicle through space please contact Eric H. Rider, 321 Linda Lane, Palm Beach Shores, Florida 33404, or (305)-863-5516 between 9:30 and 11:30 a.m."

In the Preface to "Higher Dimensions of Space and Time", Pawlicki writes "that it takes 4,500,000 volts of electricity to crank up the stock model Mark III Flying Saucer that comes off the assembly line". Those who know how to move a vehicle of any kind without having to carry a load of fossil fuel along are not likely to publicize their findings at this time, especially after what happened to Professor Hooper.

WOMEN'S LIB AND THE CHURCH

"Her supporters say Jane Via has been 'silenced'. After all, she has been barred from speaking publicly in the Catholic diocese of San Diego, California. The net effect is silence. The diocese calls the condition a 'postponement'. All Via has to do is state that the agrees with the Church on abortion. Then her speaking engagements will no longer be 'postponed'.

"Words are at the crux of the case of Jane Via -- words that challenge or appease authority. At its heart, say supporters of Via, is the freedom to speak: What happens to an institution when those trained to speak and teach are silenced? Jane Via is a 37-year old Catholic scriptures scholar, formerly a tenured professor of religious studies at the University of San Diego, now a practicing lawyer and the mother of a 15-month old son.

"Last fall she and 96 other prominent Catholics signed a full-page advertisement in the New York Times stating that many Catholics believe abortion 'though tragic, can sometimes be a moral choice'. The ad called for a 'candid and respectful discussion on this diversity of opinion within the Church'. In June Via's lectures began to be cancelled. . . now Via has been told by Bishop Leo T. Maher and other diocese officials that she may not speak in any Catholic forum in the diocese until she signs a 'simple statement' declaring that she agrees with Church teaching on abortion. But Via and the diocese have been unable to agree on a statement.

""As I interpret the request for a statement, it is a request for a loyalty oath,' she said recently, 'and I feel loyalty oaths are inappropriate in the context of religion, at least between me and the institution. Between me and the Sacred -- perhaps.' . . in Los Angeles and across the country, other signers of the New York Times ad have encountered retaliation, initiated in at least some instances by the Vatican in Rome. . . in Los Angeles the diocese told social service agencies not to refer clients to a battered women's shelter that employs one of the signers of the ad.

""What we have seen is that whenever a Catholic with status or recognition in the Catholic community speaks out on the subject of abortion, the powers that be mobilize rapidly to discredit and marginalize that per-
son,' said Frances Kissling, whose national organization, Catholics for a Free Choice, is tracking the fate of the letter's signers. By silencing different views they can continue to say that no important Catholic disagrees with us on the question of abortion. So two years from now someone will say, 'Well, Jane Via disagrees.' And they will say 'Who is Jane Via?' The loss is not simply Via's, say Kissling and others.

LOSING THE WOMAN'S VOICE

"I think that what's lost is vitality,' Kissling said. 'Any institution remains alive and active when it is open to a diversity of opinions and views. I think what the Church is doing in silencing individuals, particularly on abortion, is losing the full participation and power of women's voices.'

"Jane Via says she believes abortion can be a moral choice, and that the Church's position on abortion (on the one hand) and its position on war or nuclear war (on the other) are inconsistent. 'I find it very difficult to understand how war can be moral and abortion can never be moral!'

"The women who signed the ad in the New York Times will never recant or retract,' Marjorie Tuite, a nationally known Catholic activist who also signed, said in an interview last week. 'We've been taught within the Church to have freedom of conscience, and we've learned that also as citizens of the United States. So this is ridiculous -- in plain English.'" (from Janny Scott, LA "Times" writer in the Sept 1, 1985 issue.)

This news item points up the position we have taken all along, that the Church's hierarchy is against abortion because their God, the false Christ, Looeamong, wants hordes of young fanatics available to fight His next holy war -- and intelligent women are well aware of this violent contradiction in the behavior of these self-appointed guardians of our morals. The rigid, unyielding position of the Church hierarchy against the tides of change we call the Aquarian Age can only increase the pressure against it until it will finally go down with a crash. The Will of the Logos will prevail.

MIND-ALTERING SURVEILLANCE AT DENVER?
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One of the more significant displays of advanced electronic equipment at the Colorado Psychtronics Association convention was capable of "reading" the range of electro-magnetic vibes in the convention hall, from Zero to 100 Hertz. The little chart at the bottom of the preceding page is a print-out of the reading of the hall at 10 am, Saturday morning, August 17th. Prominent in the display is the ever-present Russian Woodpecker at 10 Hertz. The most prominent peak at the right is the 60-cycle house current.

At 10:25 am the operator of the equipment took another reading of the hall and was puzzled to see a significant drop in the number of vibes registered on his receiver, as shown below:

Later we had a possible answer from a psychic who sensed the rise and fall or shut off of ELF wave vibes in the hall. In connection with this she had a brief vision of wave-generating equipment nearby -- possibly in an inconspicuous van outside in the street -- where government operators were experimenting on us with different mind-altering frequencies.

Our convention-operator told us he is training several volunteers in Yoga disciplines to develop enough mental power to affect the performance of computer chips in positive ways. This after having some chips "blown" or fused inadvertently by certain people in his research group -- Psychokinesis or the Geller effect. He said that Russian mentalists are training groups of ten people in disciplines that will "blow" the microcomputer "brains" of our ICBM missiles after they have been launched toward Russia. This is now the cutting edge of borderland research.

Here the computer creates a perspective view or display of the ELF (Extreme Low Frequency) waves in the hall on the TV monitor, and a print-out for the edification of our Journal readers.
JESUS RIDES A FLYING SAUCER?

"Jesus Christ is physically alive and is now 61 years old in a spaceship." So says Russ Reardon in the latest issue of Pursuit.

"Here is the only new physical discovery about Christ in two thousand years, thanks to Albert Einstein's theorem of Relativity and certain Biblical quotations These have enabled me to rethink myself out of the sticky cobweb of a centuries-old religious cocoon (which may be the world's longest put-on).

"The premise: with scientific insights available only since the seventh decade of this century, certain statements in the 'Book' newly serve as grounds for my syllogism from which, their truth being granted, comes my proposition that Christ is physically alive and 61 years old in a 'chariot of the gods' spaceship...That Enoch, Elijah, Moses, Isaiah, and Mary continue physically alive today...And Astonishingly, anytime during the next 8,000-plus years, they can re-appear on Earth (as they already have!) again and again, no more than 35 years older than they were 2,500 years ago when they 'where carried up,' 'floated up in a gleaming sphere,' or 'ascended in a cloud into heaven.'

"TIME ON A SPACESHIP TRAVELING JUST UNDER THE SPEED OF LIGHT PASSES MUCH MORE SLOWLY FOR THE OCCUPANTS THAN FOR THE PEOPLE ON THE LAUNCHING PLANET.

Enoch - "Enoch was carried away to another life without passing through death. (Book of Hebrews 11:5) The narrator of the Pentateuch confirms, 'the initiate Enoch lived to be 365 years old and did not die, but was carried up to heaven in a fiery chariot.'

"An old prayer in one of the Books of The Dead quotes the exhortation of an earlier Time-Traveler: 'O world egg, hear me! I am Horus of millions of years! I traverse the ages and spaces which are endless!'

"Elijah - And behold there appeared a chariot of fire and Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven. (II Kings 2:11)...Moses - Apocryphal writings of the Old Testament and pseudapigraphics (in Univ. Jewish Encyc.) of the assumption of Moses into heaven, the latter including the ascension of Isaiah...Mary - On August 13, 1950 by papal decree, Mary's bodily ascension into 'heaven' was declared fact by Pope Pius XII.

"Jesus Christ - Luke 24:51, 'And it came to pass, while he blessed them, he was parted from them, and was carried up into heaven.' Mark 16:19, '...he was received up into heaven.' Acts of the Apostles 1:9, 'While they beheld, he was taken up and a cloud received him out of their sight.'"

ANGELIC PILOTS

"Perhaps a word or two on the spaceships' 'crews' is in order. in the Bible they were called 'gods', 'lord', 'angels', 'messengers',
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'Yahweh' and 'Jehovah'. However the early Sumerians called them DIN.GIR, 'the righteous ones of the rocketships'. The akkadians called them ILU or 'Lofty Ones'.

"Neither the Akkadians nor the Sumerians had called these visitors to Earth gods. It is through later paganism that the notion of divine beings, or gods, has filtered into our language and thinking. (The Stairway to Heaven, Zecharia Sitchin, St. Martins Press, New York, 1980)"

EVANGELICAL ECSTASIES OF IGNORANCE

"As to philosophical 'therefores...' and religious 'Now what?s', my premise that Jesus Christ is physically alive and only 61 years of age due to time dilation in a spaceship, is my challenge to men of letters, men of the cloth. I'm wearied by 3,000 years of evangelical ecstasies of ignorance, or deliberate deceit."

Most of us here on the planet are wearied along with you, Russ. The gods from outer space pose the single greatest threat to organized religion to date. This knowledge would break the orthodox strangle-hold on our souls and pocketbooks. These days the reality of flying saucers is easier to accept, for many, than the mystic mutterings of the priest-hoods.

"Recall the 'two men' in white apparel, described in Acts 1:10? They positively guaranteed the re-appearances of all of those afore-mentioned! "THIS SAME JESUS WHICH IS TAKEN UP FROM YOU INTO HEAVEN, SHALL SO COME IN LIKE MANNER AS YE HAVE SEEN HIM GO INTO HEAVEN". Therefore, as in the past and far into our future, like a flat stone skipped over water, Jesus Christ (now 61 years old) and company will continue to dip in and out of our Earth time."

PURSUIT is the Journal of SITU - The Society for the Investigation of The Unexplained. SITU exists for the purpose of collecting data on unexplaineds, promoting proper investigation of individual reports and general subjects, and reporting significant data to its members. The Society studies unexplained events and "things" of a tangible nature that orthodox science, for one reason or another, does not or will not study. SITU/PURSUIT; PO BOX 265; Little Silver, NJ 07739

WHAT SAYS VAN TASSEL?

"People accept the Bible as a Holy Book. The Churches profess it was 'the inspired word of God.' They would have you believe that God ceased to inspire people after the books of the Bible were composed. The 'angels' that came out of the sky in the Biblical times were messengers from God. Today they are considered by the Church hierarchy and Political authority as 'hallucinations.' Anyone who doesn't accept a 'greater society' of people from 'up there' better throw their Bible out the window and quit being hypocrites.

"Every religion on the Earth is based on people coming from out of the skies."
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"And no man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that came down from heaven, even the Son of man which is in heaven." St. John 3:13

"The idea seems to be that everyone here came down from up there either because they fell from their high estate since the creation, or volunteered to come down to help people to get out of here. People on our earth have not evolved from the amoeba up to humans, they have descended from the original creation of man with 'dominion over all things,' to the hu-man destructive critter with dominion over nothing. They are pawns of every devilish influence on a satanic planet that kills, and corrupts and contaminates.

"For I came down from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of him that sent me." St. John 6:38.

"And he said unto them, Ye are from beneath; I am from above: Ye are of this world; I am not of this world." St. John 8:23

"Here Jesus says that the world was beneath and he came down from heaven which was above.

"The people actually saw the man Jesus taken up on the transis-tor beam. This beam is used by the spacepeople to nullify gravity. Most Christians who profess the Bible, as their holy book, do not understand what it says. They think because nothing has happened in their lifetime, that these things are written for some other people in some distant future. - This is not so!

"The man Jesus is about to return. How can one make such a state-ment? How can one know when the time is to be?

"The Bible says, there will be signs in the heavens. God's people in spacecraft are being sighted daily many times all over the world.

"The spacepeople are the angels of God. They can manifest visible human form. (Read the footnotes at the bottom of pages 1291 and 1292 of the Scofield Bible)

SQUARE MOON, SQUARE SUN

"The 'New Jerusalem' referred to in the Bible, quoted in Rev., 21:10, is not really new. It is the positive polarity 'moon' that has been orbiting around the earth for many thousands of years.

"This satellite, called 'Shanchea' by the spacepeople, is a space-craft. Their name for the earth is 'Shan'. 'Chea' means child in their language of the Solex-Mal, or Solar Tongue. Therefore the name of this ship is 'Earthchild' in English. This same craft was called 'The Star of Bethlehem' nineteen hundred and sixty years ago at the birth of the child called Jesus and still is - in the Bible.

"This positive polarity spaceship is square. The earth is round and the Sun is square. You only see the negative forcefield around the Sun, not the body inside the force-field.
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"The reason it was called 'The Star of Bethlehem' was because when it is activated under control - it looks like a star to physical vision. The last time its power units were activated was when the man Jesus was 'born.' This 'positive star body' generates a negative force-field around it, to protect it when it is in motion as a ship.

"The name 'Bethlehem' tells you that 'Beth' is used today as 'Beta' meaning negative. 'Le' is used today as 'lea', meaning a meadow. 'Hem' can be understood by any woman - as the thing that goes around the bottom of a dress. 'Star of Beta-le hem' means - a positive body, with a negative force-field, around it, over a meadow. That is where Jesus was born - in a manger, in a meadow."


"BORINGLY PREDICTABLE" NEW ZEALAND

LA TIMES - Sept. 6, 1985 "WELLINGTON, New Zealand -- The mouse is roaring yet again. So it must seem to Americans and Europeans more accustomed to a New Zealand that behaved like the classic angelic child - seen (rarely) but not heard.

"Yet the sinking of the Greenpeace protest vessel, Rainbow Warrior, in the harbor of New Zealand's largest city, Auckland, has thrust this obscure little country once more into the news.

"The astonishing thing about New Zealand's enigmatic reappearances in the world press during the past year is that they are happening under a prime minister who promised the country 'boringly predictable' government.

"But the latest episode can scarcely be laid entirely at David Lange's doorstep. Two bombs have sunk a ship in New Zealand waters, a man has died and New Zealand police are holding two officers of the French secret service in custody. The French concede that three other persons sought by New Zealand authorities are military personnel - combat frogmen attached to the secret service.
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"As the evidence accumulates, elements of farce have continued to seep into the affair, further discrediting the French position. An official French report, suggesting that the wet-suited Frenchmen may have been too preoccupied with New Zealand's attractive women to have contemplated bombing a ship, might have been written by Maurice Chevalier."

THE SECRET OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

The French, being a member of the Atomic Club, are well aware of the secret of nuclear explosions. And they will go to great lengths to protect their interests in this area. Since France does not have any compatible home ground to do atomic testing she must rely on her territory in French Polynesia, the nuclear-testing center at Mururoa. The proximity of this testing center to New Zealand is a sure call for alarm. Deeper than this, however, is the knowledge, discovered by New Zealander Bruce Cathie, that the destruction of an atom depends on the geometric position of the triggering device, and the geometric position of the sun. The French do not want anyone snooping in on the specifics of their tests. The Rainbow warrior had to be stopped, even at the cost of embarrassing the highest levels of government in France.

"The bomb is now set up on a geometric position on the Earth's surface, and now they (the French) have to make it go bang. The postion they have picked must have a certain geometrical relationship to the solar system as a whole, at an instant of time. They must have the position in a certain relationship with the Sun itself, at a split instant of time. This time cannot be calculated, because they are dealing the curved trajectories in space of all the atomic particles involved. They can calculate mathematically within a minute fraction of a second when the geometric harmonic will take place, but they find it impossible to calculate the exact instant.

"There is a simple answer, however, and that is to set up the bomb, and arm it to go off when the Sun passes through the required geometric point. The newspapers warn us that the tests will be carried out over a series of months, so we sit back with a set of astro tables and paper on which to calculate Sun positions, and wait for the results. When the first start coming in, we must confess to a certain excitement. What began as a theory is proving in actuality to be perfectly correct. We have cracked a code that the atom bomb countries have long tried to hide.

"Is it possible to fight an atomic war on this basis? The whole thing would be completely illogical because both countries involved would naturally have computers calculating in advance just where and when each and every bomb would have to be placed if it was to explode. If someone were stupid enough to push the button and start a war, then the country with the best defence would probably be the victor. Probably this is the reason for deploying submarines around the world, well stocked with atomic rockets. They could wait undetected over a long period, and fire their rockets as the Sun moved into position." Harmonic 33
WE HEAR FROM BRUCE CATHIE

"Unfortunately my first three books have been out of print for the last few years and I am unable to find a publisher willing to stick his neck out and reprint them. (Harmonic 33, Harmonic 695: The UFO and Anti-gravity, The Pulse of the Universe: Harmonic 288) I informed BSRF that 10,000 of these books were destroyed by one of the larger publishers and since that time I have been closed up as far as they are concerned. For this reason I formed my own small publishing company, Quark Enterprises Ltd., and endeavour to produce my own work. My fourth book, THE BRIDGE TO INFINITY, was produced by this company and I have just received the third print run of 1500 copies.

"I cannot afford yet to reprint my other books so they will have to stay on ice until I get in sufficient funds from the sales of THE BRIDGE. If you know of any publisher in the States who would be interested in taking them over please let me know. My hardest problem is distribution as I cannot afford the publicity required. So far I have relied on word of mouth and the odd letter here and there.

"I now hold the rights to all my work so there is no problem of negotiations with any other publisher.

"I would also like to make a documentary, or a movie, based on my material if any one is interested. I know that I am the only civilian in the world with the information in hand so the results could be interesting.

"I can supply copies of THE BRIDGE TO INFINITY in hardback for $15.00 American, airmailed to any part of the world. Bruce Cathie"

Quark Enterprises Ltd., 158 Shaw Rd., Oratia, Auckland, New Zealand

SUPERMAN? - HOW ABOUT KLARK KENT!

BSRF associate Klark Kent with his company Super Science has extended his considerable scientific talents to other associates who would like Borderland Science projects designed and/or built. Klark makes a very good Multi-Wave Oscillator, one of which we have here at Borderland headquarters. Let's hear what Klark has to say.

"At my lab in Xenia (Ohio) I am improving the design of the MWO power supply. The old model T Ford coil is being replaced with a modern high energy ignition auto coil. A 555 timer chip and transistor circuit drive the auto coil to produce a spark jump of 11mm - compared to the 5mm spark jump produced by the Ford coil. This means that the Tesla coil receives twice the 'power' from the same battery source. Since power is not everything, I am adding a variable resistor to the
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circuit to 'tune' the frequency of the pulsating d.c. electricity going to the Tesla coil. The range will be from 3 HZ to about 20 K HZ. (ELF Generator possibilities here). Also a 45 KV stick diode in place of IB3 rectifier tube - the high vacuum tube tends to produce X-rays. I plan to include a LCD readout on the output of auto coil - a frequency counter which responds sensitively to the variable resistor.

"In closing, I am ready and able to make custom circuits and hardware for your readers when no commercial source is available. I have enjoyed subscribing to the Journal for the past ten years!"

If anyone needs a MWO for experimental purposes or any other Borderland device that you cannot build yourself you can write us here at BSRF headquarters or write directly to Klark Kent - Super Science; P.O. Box 392; Dayton, Ohio 45409. Keep this dedicated Borderland Researcher busy!

In 1925 Georges Lakhovsky wrote about "Cancer Cures With Ultra-Radio Frequencies" in "Radio News" magazine: "Science will discover, some day, not only the nature of microbes by the radiation they produce, but also a method of killing disease bacilli within the body by proper radiations. The researches I have made by special apparatus have shown such results..." Of course these claims cannot be made in this day and age without bringing down the wrath of the AMA, but that does not change the reality of Lakhovsky's researches. The MWO works great with animals. BSRF publication THE LAKHOVSKY MULTI-WAVE OSCILLATOR is available from us for $7.00 post paid.

THE LAW THAT NEVER WAS

"Researchers have now documented the fact that the 16th Amendment was never ratified by the required number of states, and thus by any legal standard is null and void. Details of this research are summarized in two books, The Law That Never Was, by Bill Benson and M. J. "Red" Beckman (Constitutional Research Association, Box 550, South Holland, Illinois 60473), and XVI, The Constitution's Income Tax Amendment Was Not Ratified, by Burton Linne (American Liberty Information Society, 1377 K Street, NW, #336, Washington, D.C. 20005).

"Both research groups establish that Secretary of State Philander C. Knox on February 25, 1913, with only a few more days to serve in office before his term expired with arrival of a new cabinet, declared by fraud that the 16th Amendment had been ratified, Knowing full well that in fact far fewer than 36 states, the required three-fourths of the states, had lawfully ratified the Amendment and submitted the necessary certification. If anyone today should seek to argue that the 16th Amendment has been around for 72 years and cannot be challenged now, that argument has been disposed of by the Supreme Court in its landmark case, Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 214 (1962), which tossed out multiple government apportionment systems that had been in effect far longer than 72 years." From the column "View from the Country" in ACRES U.S.A. A Voice For Eco-Agriculture, PO BOX 9547, Kansas City, Missouri 64133. $12.50 per year U.S.; $15.50 foreign.
Capt. Ronald L. Koontz
ELF Program Manager
Dept. of the Navy
Communications Systems Project Office
Washington, DC 20363

Dear Capt. Koontz:

I have read Chapter 1 of the report, "Biological and Human Health Effects of Extremely Low Frequency Electromagnetic Fields" and have surveyed the complete report as well.

It appears that a good amount of research went into the report. However, it seems that some information may be missing from your work.

First of all, may I call your attention to Robert O. Becker’s new book, "The Body Electric", (William Morrow & Co., NY, 1985) which was not mentioned in your review of the literature. In one of the concluding last chapters, he states in italics what he says has been "conclusively proven":

"ELF electromagnetic fields vibrating at about 30 to 100 hertz, even if they’re weaker than the earth’s field, interfere with the cues that keep our biological cycles properly timed; chronic stress and impaired disease resistance result." (p.327)

He also states a second danger that "overshadows all others":

"...the available evidence strongly suggests that regulation of cellular growth processes is impaired by electropollution, increasing cancer rates and producing serious reproductive problems." (p.327)

I urge you to look over his findings and reconsider your Project Seafarer. Perhaps a frequency over 100 hertz would not have as much biological impact.

Secondly, I would like to point out that another researcher in your branch of the service, Dr. Eldon Byrd, contracted by the U.S. NAVAL SURFACE WEAPONS LABORATORY, led a team of scientists in ELF and biological effects experimentation just recently. I am surprised that his name is not listed in your report.

One of his reports may be obtained from the Planetary Association for Clean Energy, 77 Metcalfe/607A, Ottawa, Ontario.
KIP-5L6, entitled, "Sources on ELF, ELF-Modulated Microwaves and Microwaves as They Affect Living Systems". Another one of his reports may be obtained from U.S.P.A., 3459 Montrose Ave., Chicago, IL 60618 entitled, "Interactions of Weak Nonlinear ELF EM Fields with Biological Processes". It is available in audio or video cassette format. Surprisingly serious effects were produced from his ELF experiments and consideration of his report is encouraged.

Thirdly, may I point out a serious oversight in your report? Most of the chapters seem to deal with the "harmless" nature of the 72 Hz and 80 Hz and yet in the Appendix you point out that harmonics, due to switching, are generated, INCLUDING THOSE AT 4 HERTZ AND AT 12 HERTZ.

At an antenna attenuation of -45 dB, specified by Fig. 8, p.A-8, we can calculate the power seen at 4 and 12 Hz to be approximately, 0.2 MILLIWATTS, (from a maximum of 8 watts, p.A-3).

The electric field gradient at -45 dB, from a maximum of 0.5 V/m "near consumer's home" (p.A-18), is calculated to be 28 MILLIVOLTS/METER.

Lastly, the magnetic flux density is calculated, from the formula on p.A-13, for an estimated distance of 1000 meters, to be 60 BILLIONTHS OF A TESLA.

May I emphasize to you that all three of the above intensities, voltage, power, and magnetic field, are above those shown to biologically effective in numerous studies! Frequencies in the range of 4 and 12 Hertz have had negative biological results at magnetic flux densities as low as 3 BILLIONTHS OF A TESLA!

Simply because the Navy is deciding to switch between 72 Hz and 80 Hz, you have opened a whole new "can of worms." The "substantial attenuation by the antenna and other hardware components" is easily shown to be far from effective in eliminating biological effects.

I STRONGLY ENCOURAGE YOU TO AT LEAST RECOMMEND PROHIBITION OF THE SWITCHING BETWEEN 72 HZ AND 80 HZ.

I trust that your concern for the health and well-being of citizens affected by Project Seafarer will be kept utmost in your mind.

Sincerely,

Thomas Valone, M.A.
Professor, Physics

cc: Donald R. Beam, Ph.D.
    Dr. Andrew Michrowski, PACE
    Hon. Henry Nowak, NY
    Hon. Jack Kemp, NY
    Arthur Pilla, Ph.D.
    Robert O. Becker, Ph.D.
AUSTRALIAN RADIONICS CONTACT

"It is now my intention to construct a Radionics machine along the lines laid down in your publication "Radionics - New Age Science of Healing". i.e. the modified Drown Machine.

"I will need all the help I can get in this venture.

"Further, I would like to contact any Radionics builders or practitioners who live in either Australia or New Zealand.

"I was intrigued to read in the "Radionics" book that the Master Morya had a hand in Ruth Drown's work in this field. Myself I would greatly appreciate any assistance from these realms if I may have the audacity to so request. I am painfully aware that I am having to start from absolute scratch in this matter.

"I recently attended a training course on "Auricular Therapy" which is in the realm of 'Alternate' medicine. Apparently the French brought it back from Viet Nam, where in turn they got it from China. It is a form of acupuncture without needles but where they work on acupuncture points in the ear. It is reputed to obtain immediate results with some complaints. It is both a diagnostic and a remedial therapy, and to be used along with the various forms of Natural Medicine.

"Most Sincerely, John Bainbridge, 48 Church Street, Leeton 2705, N.S.W., Australia"

FORGIVE "SEVENTY TIMES SEVEN"

"Last May, the President of the United States made a ceremonial visit to a cemetery at Bitburg in Germany where some 2,000 German soldiers killed in WW II are buried. Included in the number are 49 soldiers of the Waffen SS, a branch of the special troops who were the guards at the German concentration camps of that War.

"For 25 years Britain, France and the U.S. have annually laid memorial wreaths to the German dead of two World Wars at that cemetery site. The visit was planned as a public and international act of forgiveness and reconciliation. The news media in the U.S., and a part of the Jewish population of this nation, raised such a furor over the planned visit that the visit was the center of uproar and news attention in the U.S. for three weeks.

"Our Order of Saint Luke has been called by God to pray regularly for the healing of the U.S.A., as well at Canada. All Christians are called to forgive, to understand forgiveness and to practice it. Our Father God can forgive us only 'as we forgive those who trespass against us.'

"Here was a prominent public figure making a public act of forgiveness and reconciliation which would receive world-wide attention, and should receive such attention, yet no Christian church leaders spoke up in support of the U.S. President. The silence from the Christian Church in this country was appalling. And so was the silence from the U.S. Allies that also call themselves Christian nations."
"You remember that Peter asked Jesus, "How often shall my brother sin against me and I forgive him? As many as seven times?" Jesus replied, "I do not say to you seven times, but seventy times seven". Here is Jesus' word of instruction to you and to me for today. "If you do not forgive men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses".

"How long do we ask the German people to live with their sense of guilt, with no word of forgiveness? It is not that we are enemies of any members of the Jewish tradition; our attitude there is also to be one of forgiveness" Sharing, Aug-Sept 1985. Order of St. Luke the Physician

THE OTHER MEANING OF CHRISTMAS

For the serious student of the Mysteries of the Western Tradition, an explanation of symbols and symbology in the Gospel story. Sub-heads: The Christmas Initiation, the physiological Awakening, the Higher Trinity, The Three Signs of the First Great Initiation, the Winter Solstice, the Two Christmas Archetypes, the Womb of the Earth, the Queen of the Angels, the Sun Behind the Sun, the Tree of Life, Tarot Trump No. 19 - The Sun, a Christmas Ritual and Let There Be Christmas in Your Heart. Everyone who is trying to regenerate himself under the stimulus of the Aquarian Age influences is living the Gospel story whether he realizes it or not! As Geoffrey Hodson says: "We all have nativity conversion, baptism, or sorrow, Transfiguration or upliftment, betrayals, and crucifixions," and this five-fold cosmic cycle is repeated over and over again as we move through incarnation here on the surface of the earth. This is preparation for the five Great Initiations which wind up our human evolution. 3½x11m illustrated, 41 pgs......$5.00 PP

--------------------CALIFORNIANS ADD 6% SALES TAX-------------------